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Introduction 

OSIRIS is a multidetector system installed in Hahn-Meitner Institute in Berlin 
(Germany). Our Krakow's group (The Nuclear Structure Lab of the Nuclear Spec-
troscopy Departament) participates in developing this system, and in the experi¬ 
ments on it. 

OSIRIS electronics is controlled by the computer. Before experiment, it could be 
setup using a handy window system. The status of the electronics could be 
saved on the disk and restored later. This software (ECL) existed earlier and was 
written by Frank Meyer (Institut fuer Kernphysik - UNI Koeln) For all information 
concerning the ECL part please refer to the ECL manual (see Appendix). 

CERBERUS is a new software for watching and testing the state of this electro¬ 
nics around the OSIRIS during the time of the experiment. This program allows 
a flexible way of checking the choosen points of the electronics. The user can 
define his own signals to be monitored continously. 

CERBERUS works on the ATARI ST computer connected to the VME bus by the 
DMA port. VME bus is connected to the CAMAC. The comunication routines 
were used from the ECL program by Frank Meyer (Cologne). 

The reason of designing CERBERUS was to prevent collecting nonsense data 
when something goes wrong with the electronics, although not so wrong, to be 
noticed by the experimentalist at once. 

To perform the monitoring - the user has to connect the desired signals to the 
four CAMAC Le CROY 4413 sealers. Typically thess are signals from germa¬ 
nium detectors, ball elements, shields, the beam etc. In total 128 signals like that 
can be connected. Then the configuration has to be set. 

CERBERUS 



Page 4 How CERBERUS can help you 

The data signals to be watched often belong to the same category (for instance 
12 signals of the germanium detectors). CERBERUS watches them separately, 
and can also watch how this cathegory (group) behaves in general. To set the 
configuration • means to assign the channel to a group, and to define the alarm 
conditions. 

CERBERUS lets the sealers run for a certain length of acquisition time. After this 
time it reads out all 128 channels of sealers. This is one measurment. Let's as¬ 
sume that we defined an alarm level as 50%. The first 10 measurements are 
used to define the "normal state". 

After this, the normal process of the monitoring starts. The following things are 
checked: 

• The current ratio of single channel to the current average of its 
group. If this ratio differs more than 50% of the initial one - the alarm 
will be produced 

• The current ratio of the single group average to the average of 
all 128 channels. The difference more than 50% will make the alarm 

Both of this checks are performed to look if something is changing in a unex¬ 
pected way and - if so - to alarm the experimentlist. The alarm is transmited from 
the experimental hall to the measuring room. Additionaly, on the computer 
screen the messages can be seen, explaining the place where something 
strange happens. During the configuration it is possible to define the mnemonic 
names of the every single channel. So CERBERUS talks to the user in a 
"human" language 

Recently, in the program also have been implemented routines for handling the 
signals comming from the 18 recoil detector elements. These signals are coded, 
and the code can be chosen by the experimentalist - It makes possible collecting 
this new kind of data by the existing data acquisition system. 

How CERBERUS «m 

CERBERUS is the name of the mythical watch-dog. The CERBERUS program 
just like this dog - monitors electronic status. 

You can enter the monitoring routines by choosing OPTIONS from the menu. 
There are 2 options: 

CERBERUS 



How CERBERUS can 

» Setting monitoring configuration 

» Monitoring 

If you click the mouse in one of them - the arrow will change into a bee and you 
will have to wait 1-2 seconds. The program needs to read the disc. 

First you have to tell CERBERUS what he has to watch and how he should react. 
To do this you must go to CONFIGURATION MENU. Actually there is so much to 
set that there are two menus. 

Before we start to talk about how to set configuration - lets tell what 
is to be set at ail. 

The four CAMAC Le Croy 4413 sealers can all be watched. It doesn't matter 
what we connect to them to be watched. (For instance signals from germanium 
detectors, ball elements, beam, shields etc, etc.) We have a lot of possibilities : 
the 4 sealers have 32 channels each , so in total 128 channels. 

The data signals to be watched often belong to the same category. For instance 
when we have 12 signals from germanium detectors then we have 12 signals of 
the same category. CERBERUS watches them separately, but can also watche 
how this category (group) of signals behaves in genaral. 

So CERBERUS watches single channels and groups of channels. Every channel 
should be a member of some group. There are 8 possible groups to define. If we 
do not want this, we can define all possible 132 channels as members of the one 
group. But this would be stupid. 

The eight groups are marked with the letters A-H, and can be given additional 
names. For instance 

group A: BEAM 
group В: Ge 
group С: Shields 

etc. 

Also each of the 128 channels can also have its private name, 

Ch 25: "Ge sing 8" 
Ch 26 : "Ge sing 9" 
Ch27:"Gesing10" 

CERBERUS 
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so in an emergency we do not need to know what is monitored in channel 27. it 
tells us in our chosen language: 

ALARM Sealer 1, Channel 27 [Ge sing 10] ... etc. 

What is really done while watching and testing? 

CERBERUS lets the sealers run for a certain length of acquisition time. After this 
time it reads out all 128 channels of sealers. This is one measurement. 

The first 10 measurements are used to define the normal state. 

After the 10-th measurement CERBERUS knows: 

1) The average of every group. 
For instance: 

group С consists of 12 channels and the average of these 12 chan¬ 
nels during last 10 measurments is: 150,000 
2) The ratio of the single channel to the average of the group, to 
which it belongs. 

For instance-
Channel 5 is a member of group С "shields*, and usually it has 60 
% (or 600 promifle) of the average of the group "Shields" 
3) Average of all groups. I call it the Great Average. 

No Example: 
CERBERUS just takes the 8 averages of 6 possible groups, adds 
them and result is divided by 8 
4) ratio : average of every group to General Average. 

For instance: 
Group С "shields" has an average 150,000 and the average of all 
groups is 200,000. That means that this ratio is 75 % (750 promille) 

During collection of this data on the screen we see: 

STATUS: Measuring Initials 

After 10 measurments the normal process of monitoring starts. 

In the configuration menu there is a place where we define how different the situ¬ 
ation must be to producer alarm. For instance we can define it now as 50 % 

— — — CERBERUS 



Setting Configuration 

From now on after every measurement the following things are 
checked: 

1) The current ratio of single channel to the current average of its 
group. If this ratio differs more than 50 % of the initial one - the 
alarm will be produced. 

For example: 
Channel 5 had in the begining 60 % of the group С average, now it 
has 20 % . This will produce an alarm, because it is expected to 
have 60 % all the time, or to be in range (30%-90%) 
2) Current ratio of single group average to Great Average. If the dif¬ 
ference is more than 50 % this will make an alarm. 

For example -. 
group D had initially 10% for this ratio. Now it has 100%. This will 
produce an alarm because it was expected to have 10 % again, or 
at least to be in range (5% -15%) 

That's all. 

Now you may ask why I sometimes say about promille. The answer is that pro¬ 
gram is linked without floating point library to make it smaller. So instead of 75.6 
% you have 756 promille 

Now, how to use this in practice ? There is a task waiting for you now: 

Setting Configuration 

At first you must configure the system. But, you do it огн'у once, then you can 
store it on the disc. 

If you call option "Configurating Sealers for monitoring" a menu CONFIGUF1A-
TION will appear. Do not look at it too long. If you are making a configuration for 
the first time, it is best to first define the mnemonic names for the all 8 groups. To 
do this you just click the mouse on the object: "DEFINING NAMES AND ALARM" 

and a new menu appears. (See pic. 1 Define Menu) 

Type choosen names in right rows. 

CERBERUS 
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Pic. 1 ОеПпе Menu 

REMARK 

The order of the groups can be also important. At first group A is tested, than 
group B, etc. (see conclusion in paragraph: 'WHAT TO DO IF THE BEAM IS 
GONE") 

Look now at ALARM ACTION field. You can define here how tolerant CERBE¬ 
RUS can be before it takes alarm action. 

So: 

If the value in a channel has been 
relatively changed 

(delta value / delta average of its group) 
more than:... % 
then take alarm action. 

Just put the desired number there. 

CERBERUS 
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Pic. 2 Configuration Mvnu 

And n JW aofine wnat to do exactly in case of alarm. Namely : Which bit should 
be set in the Le Croy 4413 discriminator, and the address where this discrimina¬ 
tor is (Cra'9 and slot) 

Now click "EXIT" to leave this menu and return to the old one "Configuration" 

(see pic. 2 Configuration menu) " 

4.1 It is time to define single channels of all 4 sealers. 
Let's start from the first sealer. Just click the mouse on the one of 
four buttons in the left-upper part of the screen. (You can choose 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) 
Then you must define the address of the chosen sealer (crate, 
slot). Now you can start to define channels. Not all 32 channels can 
appear on the sceen. You can see 8 of them, & see the next 8 you 
scroll the field by clicking the mouse on the arrow fields. 
If you start from channel 1 - click the mouse on the description. 
Now you can edit this field. (To clear old contents of field you can 

CERBERUS 



press the key Escape on the keyboard - it also brings the texr cur¬ 
sor to ths beginning of the field). 
•"•'iion you decide to which group this channel belongs You click the 
.r.ousir on the field and the group is chanced by one. 'A - Б) If VOL.' 
click the mouse once more it becomes С and so on. After group H 
you will nave A again. 
If you have mnemonic names for the groups they will appear as 
well. 
Then you can enable or disable this channel - by clicking the spe¬ 
cial fieid. Every click will change YES into NO and vice versa. .Mow 
you must do tna same with the other channels of this sealer 
After defining channels of sealer, you must do the same with ihe 
sealers numbers: 2. 3 and 4. 
To do this you click ihe button : 2nd, 3rd. or 4th and channel of 
chosen sealers will appear. Now you must do the same as you did 
for the 1st sealer. So give the address, and define itr- channels. 

If you have done this you are ready for monitoring. The last thing which you musi 
define is the time of acquisition. This is a time of single measurement in monitor¬ 
ing. You can choose the times: 1 sec to 99 sec. and you type it on the right place 
on the screen. 

You have done such a lot till now that it would be pity to have to do it once more. 
You can save your work. To do this - go to Main Menu and choose : "FILE" and 
"SAVE1' All electronic states will be saved in the file with extension: 

* E C L 
and the monitoring configuration in the file with extension : 

*.SAV 
If you load these files later - all the configurations will be just as you neve now 
created. 

Now you can start monitoring. You can do this by clicking the mouse on the but-
ton "OPTIONS" and "MONITORING SCALERS" (or if you are in configurating 
menu - click the mouse on the object "GO TO MONITORING") 

Monitoring 

If you go to this routines the screen changes and you see something like this 
what you see on pic. 3 

CERBERUS 
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Pic. 3 Monitoring menu 

To start monitoring you click the mouse on the object START. During the first 10 
measurements the status will be : MEASURING INITIALS and then it will be 
changed into NORMAL MONITORING. 

After every measurement of normal monitoring data about Current Averages of 
groups are updated on the screen. 

After clicking START you see that the objects CONFIGURING and EXIT are dis¬ 
abled. You enable them by clicking STOP. 

During normal monitoring you can see the single readouts of sealers by clicking 
on the object SHOW NEXT READOUTS. On the report area you will see the data 
group after group. 

Readouts of Group C: Shields Average: 150000 

55% 120% 70% 60% 
etc. 

You will obtain information about the current average of the group and the cur¬ 
rent ratios: single channel to average of its group 
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Page 12 Alarm comes 

Information is scrolled on the report area so you can press any key to see more. 

There are two situations when an alarm comes: 

1) When a group behaves differently in comparison to other 
groups, 

2) When one of the channels in a group behaves differently J 

In case of alarm 1) you see on the report area: 
RATIO of group N: DESCR to Avcage of all groups: XXXX promil (initially YYYY) 

where: 
» N - is the number of the group: A, B,... H 

» DESCR - user's name for this group 

» XXXX- ratio :average of this group to Great Averag* 

» YYYY-initial value of this ratio 

In case of alarm 2) you see on the report area: 
j 

ALARM Sealer n d u n m [DESq has value XXXX, while expected YYYY +- к % j 
I 

where: j 

» n-is the number of sealer: 1,2,3 or 4 ] 

» m-is the channel number of this sealer > 

» XXXX-value measured by this channel | 

» YYYY-the expected value. 

» к-coefficient of tolerance defined by user. 

CERBERUS 
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REMARK 

Do not be surprised if CERBERUS sometimes says: 
Value 0, while expected 0 +-50% 
To understand this let's give example : 
The desired channel usually has 90% of the group that it belongs to. Suddenly 
the group has average 0. Our channel is expected to have 90% ofO, so also 0. 
So from such a message you will know that the average of the group is 0. Infor¬ 
mation about this fact was surely printed, when the group ratios were tested, 
[namely: alarm 1). ] 

When alarm appears measurments will continuing until the report area is full of 
messages. When the screen is full of messages, the new ones have no place to 
appear. Read them and press any key to allow scrolling. 

If the alarm is set you can see it because in an empty (till this time) box appeares 
text prompting action : ALARM CLEAR 

If you click the mouse on this object, alarm will be cleared and text will disap¬ 
pear. Alarm is automatically cleared if you start monitoring again. (START) 

If the beam is gone all the ratios between channels inside a group and the ratios 
of groups to the Greet Average can go crazy. This produces a lot of unnecess¬ 
ary alarms. 

* There Is a secret tool to prevent this: 

On the Monitoring board just click the mouse on the places where the average of 
the groups an usually displayed. The display of the selected group will change 
colour to the inverse. 

From now on: if the current average of desired group is less than 10 % of initial 
average of this group - all next alarms during this measurment will be ignored. 
(Initial averages are kept "frozen* somewhere in memory) 

For example: 

CERBERUS 



Pa .je ]4 Happy monitoring ! 

Ws ciicked f.he mouse on the group С . Initially it had average of 
1000. Suddenly in one o' the measurements the average is 20 (it ic 
less then 10% = TOO) so all the next testing in this measurement 
will be ignored. "rhat means that vou wil not have any aiarms con¬ 
cerning groups C, 0, E, '̂, G, mu H. if there were some alarms 
from the group A and В they appearea because groups A and В 
were tested BEFORE testing group C. 

• The general rule is : 
if sucn a situation occurs, CERBERUS jumps out of the testing loop 
and goes to the next measurment. 

From this fact comes the following conclusion: 

If you would like to react quickly — the most suspected group should be i 
defined to be group A. I 

For instance you can define channels containing information about 
the beam as group A. When something is very wrong with the 
beam, then CERBERUS will not test any more. s 

This tool should help to solve your problems. \ 
j 

Happy monitoring! 

and please report bugs to me: 

Jurek Grebosz 

or 

Hahn - Meitner Institute P2 , Glienickerstr 100, Berlin 39 
tel 0 -30 /8009 2917 

Institute of Nuclear Physics, NZII, Radzikowskiego 152, Cracow, 
Poland 
tel. 0 1 2 / 3 7 02 22 ext 247 

CERBERUS 
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згг ЕСЬшавшЛ 

Here you have 'hardcopy' of the ECL manual: 

Э. -i GEM - ECL У1.1: progam to controi ECL-Hardware of OSiRlS 
GLM-KCLccnuols following modules in up to 7 САМЛС-craies: 
• High Voltage Power Supply 1440 
- Le Oroy \'i channel Discriminator 4413 

44 IS 
4434 
4516 
4532 
8000 

- Le Croy ! 6 channel Delay 
- Le Croy 32 channel Sealer 
- Le Croy U)g;c Unit 
- Ix' Croy Majority Unit 
- ESN Constant fraction 
Hardware requirements (see pic. 4) 

*"* ATARI *• 
* DMA POKT 

***»*» A T A R I *« 

*** 
* 
* 
* 
Ж 

CAMAC CRATE 

CAMAC CRATE 

ж x ж * 

1 ж ж * 

1 1 

i < * Сэтас Branch Driver * * * 

*** CAMAC CRATE 2 *** 

*** CAMAC CRATE 2 *** 1 

Pic. 4 Hardware Required 
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Appendix . ECL manual 

COLDSTART: 
- switch on CAMAC crate. 

- switch on VME - bus. 

• switch on ATARI ST. 

- put disk into ATARI (named "GEM-ECL V •*";. 

- Answer question for DMA-Port by hitting RETURN *ey 

•• It appears a directory of the floppy, files' 

» Subdirectory AUTO with VMEDRV.PRG (Driver for W E 
Bus), 

» ECL.PRG and resource file ECL.RSC (GEM-'i > :. p.-ocranv 

» There can also be some setup files XXX.ECL 

- Stan GEM-EC! V1.1 by mouse-double-click on ECL PRG 

- If you have a setup file on the disk, load it! 

WARMSTART: 

- Press RESFT button on ATARI ST 

-see above... 

9.2 MENUESOFGEM-ECLV1.1: 

The menue bar contains following titles: 

• FILE 
Entries: 

• - LOAD SETUP: 

Load a setup file XXX.ECL Selected setup file will be loaded and all modules specified in 
this setup will be programed. 

CERBERUS 



Appendix : ECL manual Page 17 

• - SAVE SETUP: 
Save current setup on a file XXX.ECL. All declared modules will be saved in this rile. 

• OPTIONS 
- All entries here have no effect. Perhaps in future you can use GEM-ECL with two ATARIs 
coupled by RS232. 

• CAMAC I/O 
Entry: 

- CAMAC I/O: 

Only for "specialists* I 

Here you can control the CAMAC crate and all modules in these 
crates by giving physical addresses. This feature should be only 
used for debugging of software and hardware. 

• EDIT 
Entries: 

-OPEN 

open the selected slot in specified CAMAC crate. This is only 
possible, if in this slot a module is already declared. You can also 
open a slot by mouse-double-click on selected slot 

Following entries of declare a module for selected slot and then open this slot: 

-POWER SUPPLY 

-DISCRIMINATOR 

-DELAY 

-DELAY 

•DELAY 

-SCALER 

-LOGIC UNIT 

-MAJORITY UNIT 

- CONSTANT FRACTION 

1440 

4413 

4418 

4418/100 

4418/300 

4434 

4516 

4532 

8000 
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° EXECUTE 
Entries: 

- TOS PROGRAM: Execute an ATARI TOS program as a subprogram. 

- TTP PROGRAM: Execute an ATAR! TTP program as a subprogram. 

- GEM PROGRAM: 

Execute an ATARI GEM application as a subprogram. 

CAUTION: 

Many of available programs manipulate the system of ATARI, so that a normal 
return ta GEM-ECL is not possible. 

9.3 GENERAL REMARKS 

° MAIN MENUE: 

- Select a slot by selecting the box representing the slot with the mouse. 

- Open a slot by double-clicking the slot box. This does the same as the "OPEN..." ENTRY 
in EDIT title ofmenue bar. 

- Select a crate by clicking the new crate number you wish. If it is online, all modules de¬ 
clared in this crate will be shown on screen. Default crate has number 1. 

- Select a new CAMAC branch by clicking wanted branch number. This number must be the 
same as the number adjusted on the CAMAC BRANCH DRIVER. Default is 0. 

* MODULE MENUES: 
- Sliders can be moved by 

(a) clicking the slider, holding down mouse key and moving the mouse (b) clicking the 
arrow fields on the left or right side of the slider 

- Fields with numeric values can be selected by 

(a) clicking the input field 

(b) using the arrow keys UP and DOWN 

- Entries in input fields can be edited by using 

- arrow keys LEFT and RIGHT 

CERBERUS 1 
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- ESCAPE key (erasing whole input line) 
- BACKSPACE key (deleting character left from cursor) 

- Send your new setup to a module by clicking "WRITE" or "WRITE & EXIT' buttons. In 
the second cast you leave the current setup menue too. Generally all values of a module will 
be sent. 

Exception: Power Supply 1440: Here only the voltage of current 
channel will be sent. 

- If you click the CANCEL button, you leave the menue without sending any values. If 
you have entered the menue by declaration of a ECL module, and you haven't already sent 
anything to it with "WRITE", CANCEling will also cancel this declaration. 

9Л SPECIAL REMARKS TO ECL-MODULES 

* 1440: 
Here you are able to program up to 256 channels with values from 0 Volt to 2.5 kV. 

Channels are numbered from 1 to 256 (old GEM-ECL VI.0:0-255) representing physical 
channels of 0 - 255 of the power supply. 
Clicking "GET" gives you the voltage in current channel, "WRITE" sends the shown voltage 
lo current channel. 
You can change the current channel by editing the equivalent input field. Change the voltage 
value by moving the slider as de»ci ibed above. 
You can only alter channels which numbers are between first channel and last channel num¬ 
ber shown on screen. You can change these limits by editing the values. 
Reason for channel limits: 
Only channels between the limits are saved into the setup file tad programed when loading 
this setup back. 
So never set the last channel во. higher than you have channels in your power supply rack! 

* 4413: 
This menue shows you a 16 channel mask and the curmt mmbok) value for all of the 16 

channels. These values will be read from 4413 whenever you eater k. 
You can change the mask by clicking the waled cha—rl. light letters of mask show you a 
deselected channel, dark letters show you a selected chaaael. 

CERBERUS 
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You can litter the threshold by moving the slider as described above. The new ma.sk and thre-
ihi.-'J will i ̂  sent to the module only if you click "WRITE" or "WRITE & EXIT" ! A 
switch i'i LOCAL moi'e will force an exit of the menuc, because then GEM-ECL looses the. 
control of this module. You can enter this menue again only if you switch back inio 
REMOTE moJe. 

The button "LOAD MANUAL VALUE" hadn't been tested anytime, so I don't know if it 

works 

° 4418: 
Three types of 4418s exist, all can be adjusted with 16 possible values: 
4418 - step = 1, max. threshold = 15. 
4418/100 - step = 2, max. threshold = 30. 
4418/300 - step = 8, max. threshold = 120 
Because it is impossible to read the current delays from 4418, all delays are held in memory 
of GEM-ECL. If you Jon't trust the shown values, send your delays again ! "WRITE" and 
"WRITE & EXIT" sends the given delays to 4418. 
"CANCEL" will exit the menue without writing the shown values. 

CAUTION: 

Not all of 4418s have the right label on the front side. If you don't know 
whether your 4418 is a 4418, 4418/100 or 4418/300, you must check it with an 
oscilloscope, because it isn't possible for GEM-ECL to identify the type. GEM-
ECL only sends a value between 0 and 15 (inclusive) for each delay. Multiplica¬ 
tion with the right step (1, 2, or 8} will be done in 4418 internally. 
So declare them with the right name (2 meanings: on front side and in GEM-
ECL)! 

• 4434: 
After you entered an aquisition time you can start the sealers by clicking "READ". After 

the given time the sealers will be stopped and the counts will be shown on screen. 

CAUTION: 

The tóme you hold down the left mouse button to dick "READ" will be adder1 *o 
your aquistition time. Reason: Misty GEM of ATARI ST. 
So hold down me mouse button only for a short time I 

CERBERUS 
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• 4516: 
Here you can only set two logic settings: AND or OR. 

• 4532: 
Nothing to do for GEM-ECL, you declare only 4532 for the program. So look for your 

screwdriver! 

• 8000: 
Adjust thresholds by moving the sliders. Don't forget to give а ТВ value for correct timing! 

Please report bugs to 

Frank Meyer, Institut fuer Kernphysik, Zuelpicher Str. 77 
D 5000 Koeln 41, TEI. 0221/470-3617 
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